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Deep Focus (Engaging Culture) McFarland
Written by an Emmy-award-winning producer and director, this book focuses on the underlying principles of film and television production, emphasizing the
creative rather than the technical aspects. The book describes how a film is created - from conception to screen - and provides a comprehensive overview of the
entire production process. Not intended as a "how-to" book, this book presents only a limited amount of detailed technical information. Instead, it emphasizes the
underlying principles and processes of primarily four kinds of films: feature, independently financed, made-for-network-television, and made-for-cable movies. For
anyone interested in writing, directing, producing or acting for film/TV.
National Identity in Global Cinema Infobase Learning
Updated in a new 12th edition , this book is organized around the elements of film and provides readers valuable insight into how movies communicate and convey
meaning to their audiences. This book engages readers in the fascinating language of film and helps further their appreciation and understanding of why and how
movie watchers respond as they do to different films. From Slumdog Millionaire to Transformers. this book provides readers with a new way of looking at films that
are familiar to them through contemporary coverage
Teaching Religion and Film Understanding Movies
Traces the rise of college sports in America, drawing on a variety of press accounts, letters, journals, and interviews to discuss how college sports
became a mainstay of popular entertainment, the Hollywood influence, and recent scandals
Elvis Cinema and Popular Culture Cambridge University Press
Zhang Yimou's first film, Red Sorghum, took the Golden Bear Award in 1988 at the Berlin International Film Festival. Since then Chinese
films have continued to arrest worldwide attention and capture major film awards, winning an international following that continues to
grow. Transnational Chinese Cinemas spans nearly the entire length of twentieth-century Chinese film history. The volume traces the
evolution of Chinese national cinema, and demonstrates that gender identity has been central to its formation. Femininity, masculinity and
sexuality have been an integral part of the filmic discourses of modernity, nationhood, and history. This volume represents the most
comprehensive, wide-ranging, and up-to-date study of China's major cinematic traditions. It is an indispensable source book for modern
Chinese and Asian history, politics, literature, and culture.
Images and the Imageless Bloomsbury Publishing USA
When themes of historical and cultural identity appear and repeat in popular film, it is possible to
see the real pulse of a nation and comprehend a people, their culture and their history. National
Identity in Global Cinema describes how national cultures as reflected in popular cinema can truly
explain the world, one country at a time.
Cognition and the Symbolic Processes Pendragon Press
The Film Experience is a comprehensive introduction to film that treats students as the avid movie fans they
are while surpassing all other texts in helping them understand the art form’s full scope, breadth, and depth.
Like other introductory texts, it offers strong coverage of film’s formal elements, but goes further by
situating this formal knowledge in the larger cultural contexts that inform the ways that we all view film.
The authors’ rich narrative integrates the cultural history of film throughout and demonstrates how the
elements, practices, economics, and history of the medium contribute to a film’s many possible meanings. The
outstanding art program — now in full color — visually reinforces all the key concepts and techniques
discussed in the text.

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Columbia University Press
This collection of essays looks at the spinoffs of Star Trek and examines themes found in and
among those various manifestations.
The Film Experience Springer
For Vol. 2 of the series CMS Sourcebooks in American Music, Neil Minturn acknowledges the
phenomenon of rock and roll with a serious examination of Martin Scorsese's film, THE LAST
WALTZ (1978), the celebrated "rockumentary" that so artfully captured for posterity the final
performance of The Band. From 1861 to 1976, this partnership of one American and four
Canadians produced an impressive body of popular song in the rock idiom between 1961 and 1976.
Joining its members for their farewell performance are a variety of guests, who, like The Band
itself, reflected the rich array of traditions that have nourished rock and roll since its
emergence. Minturn approaches the substance of the performances and the film itself in terms
of intimacy and tradition. He presents the San Francisco concert as a summation of an

extraordinary musical journey and prefaces his "scene-by-scene" analysis with a cogent
introduction to documentary filmmaking. Selected performances are discussed in detail.
Rowman & Littlefield
This volume is a festschrift dedicated to James J. Jenkins, a pioneer in many areas of experimental
psychology. It has three major goals: to provide a forum for debate on current theoretical issues in
cognitive psychology, to capture the "state of the art" in reviews of research methods and results,
and to generate ideas for new research directions and methodologies. Contributors -- including
Jenkins' former students and present colleagues -- ponder fundamental questions such as: * How do
people learn to read? * What happens during the processes of speech perception? * How do people
acquire problem solving skills? * How do cognitive and motor skills develop and integrate with one
another? Many chapters focus specifically on ecological and applied cognitive psychology. Specific
topics covered include visual and speech perception, language, memory, motivation, child development,
problem solving, and pedagogy.

Sight, Sound, Motion University Press of Kentucky
Sample Text
Creatures of Darkness Bloomsbury Publishing USA
This collection assembles essays by eleven leading Catholic and evangelical theologians in an
ecumenical discussion of the benefits – and potential drawbacks – of today’s burgeoning corpus of
theological interpretation. The authors explore the critical relationship between the earthly world
and its heavenly counterpart. Ground-breaking volume of ecumenical debate featuring Catholic and
evangelical theologians Explores the core theological issue of how the material and spiritual worlds
interrelate Features a diversity of analytical approaches Addresses an urgent need to distinguish the
positive and problematic aspects of today’s rapidly growing corpus of theological interpretation
Movies and Midrash University Press of Kentucky
Though Elvis Presley’s music is widely credited as starting a sea change in American popular culture, his
films are often dismissed as superficial. Beyond the formulaic plotlines and the increasingly weaker songs,
however, the films are rich with resonance to the changing times in which they were produced (roughly
1955–1970). They were also a means by which Elvis communicated deeply felt autobiographical material to his
fan base, although in the guise of lighthearted escapist fare. This work takes a new stand, maintaining that
Elvis’s 31 Hollywood features and two documentaries reveal a profound statement from the star and auteur.
Analyzing each film in detail and exploring the body of work as a whole, Brode reveals the Elvis persona as a
contemporary Candide, attempting to navigate an ever changing social and political landscape.

Fitzgerald and the Influence of Film State University of New York Press
When we talk of 'seeing' a film, we do not refer to a purely visual experience. Rather, to understand
what we see on screen, we rely as much on non-visual senses as we do on sight. This new book rethinks
the body in the cinema seat, charting the emergence of embodied film theory and drawing on
developments in philosophy, neuroscience, body politics and film theory. Through the prism of Alfred
Hitchcock's films, we explore how our bodies and sensual memory enable us to quite literally 'flesh
out' what we see on screen: the trope of nausea in "Frenzy", pollution and smell in "Shadow of a
Doubt", physical sound reception in the "Psycho" shower scene and the importance of corporeality and
closeness in "Rear Window". We see how the body's sensations have a vital place in cinematic
reception and the study of film.
Make Film History University of Hawaii Press
This work explores the many ways in which the developing film industry of the early twentieth century
influenced the writings of F. Scott Fitzgerald, focusing specifically on his novels This Side of Paradise, The
Great Gatsby, Tender Is the Night, and the incomplete The Last Tycoon. The Beautiful and the Damned is also
discussed briefly. Early chapters examine Fitzgerald's literary adaptation of visual film techniques (pans,
freeze frames, slow motion) and aural cinematic concepts (sound effects, diegetic sound) within his most
popular novels. The final chapter summarizes the effect such techniques had in augmenting and defining
Fitzgerald's unique literary style.

Understanding Movies Pearson College Division
and the first to consider in detail films like Creepshow, Sleepwalkers and 1408. The style,
whilst critically rigorous, is designed to be accessible to discerning readers of King and
fans of films based on his work." --Book Jacket.
MOVING CAMERAS AND LIVING MOVIES Copyright Office, Library of Congress
Ten-year-old Ray Bradbury was impatient. He had just read the last installment of Edgar Rice
Burroughs's Mars series.

Ray Bradbury Bloomsbury Publishing
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"The United States has come to know Spain, its people, and its land through its literature and,
more recently, through the international distribution of many of its films. This analysis aims
to probe the creative Spanish soul in greater depth through the particular prism of the
cinematic adaptation." "The analysis of the Spanish novels La familia de Pascual Duarte and
Los santos inocentes and their cinematic adaptations Pascual Duarte (1975) and Los santos
inocentes (1984) is based on the intersection of literary and cinematic theory." "The first
chapter of this study summarizes various theories whose integration forms a basis for the
analysis of the cinematic adaptation. Structuralism, semiotics, deconstruction, reader
criticism, and Freudian/Lacanian psychology serve both film and literary criticism in their
analysis of texts. The theories examined in this chapter are inflected in later chapters into
the criticism and analysis of the novels and films in question." "The second chapter provides
general background information on agrarian Spain - the historical, economic, and ideological
context of both La familia de Pascual Duarte and Los santos inocentes. While in most cases the
texts refer only obliquely to the reigning ideology that is responsible for the plight of the
rural worker, the history of the province of Extremadura, where rural poverty is and was a
social and economic phenomenon, is crucial to the understanding of all four texts whose
stories are set in this province."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Women Through the Lens Routledge
The new edition of this influential work updates and expands the scope of the original, including more
sustained analyses of individual films, from The Birth of a Nation to The Wolf of Wall Street. An
interdisciplinary exploration of the relationship between American politics and popular films of all
kinds—including comedy, science fiction, melodrama, and action-adventure—Projecting Politics offers original
approaches to determining the political contours of films, and to connecting cinematic language to political
messaging. A new chapter covering 2000 to 2013 updates the decade-by-decade look at the Washington-Hollywood
nexus, with special areas of focus including the post-9/11 increase in political films, the rise of political
war films, and films about the 2008 economic recession. The new edition also considers recent developments
such as the Citizens United Supreme Court decision, the controversy sparked by the film Zero Dark Thirty,
newer generation actor-activists, and the effects of shifting industrial financing structures on political
content. A new chapter addresses the resurgence of the disaster-apocalyptic film genre with particular
attention paid to its themes of political nostalgia and the turn to global settings and audiences. Updated and
expanded chapters on nonfiction film and advocacy documentaries, the politics of race and African-American
film, and women and gender in political films round out this expansive, timely new work. A companion website
offers two additional appendices and further materials for those using the book in class.

An Introduction to Literary Studies University Press of Kentucky
Media aesthetics have gained prominence with the dramatic advances in the digital technology
of video and electronic cinema. In this dynamic field, Herb Zettl's Sight Sound Motion/Applied
Media Aesthetics, Fifth Edition is more applicable than ever. This new edition of Sight Sound
Motion continues to be the most comprehensive book on the market, not only describing the
major aesthetic image elements - light and color, space, time-motion, and sound - but also
presenting in-depth coverage on the creative ways that they are used in television and film.
Zettl's thorough coverage of aesthetic theory and the application of that theory place this
contemporary and highly relevant text in a class by itself. Richly illustrated, this edition
features strong visuals that often draw on traditional art forms, such as painting, sculpture,
and dance.
Transnational Chinese Cinemas Psychology Press
More than any other writer, Raymond Chandler (1888-1959) is responsible for raising detective stories from the
level of pulp fiction to literature. Chandler's hard-boiled private eye Philip Marlowe set the standard for
rough, brooding heroes who managed to maintain a strong sense of moral conviction despite a cruel and
indifferent world. Chandler's seven novels, including The Big Sleep (1939) and The Long Goodbye (1953), with
their pessimism and grim realism, had a direct influence on the emergence of film noir. Chandler worked to
give his crime novels the flavor of his adopted city, Los Angeles, which was still something of a frontier
town, rife with corruption and lawlessness. In addition to novels, Chandler wrote short stories and penned the
screenplays for several films, including Double Indemnity (1944) and Strangers on a Train (1951). His work
with Billy Wilder and Alfred Hitchcock on these projects was fraught with the difficulties of collaboration
between established directors and an author who disliked having to edit his writing on demand. Creatures of
Darkness is the first major biocritical study of Chandler in twenty years. Gene Phillips explores Chandler's
unpublished script for Lady in the Lake, examines the process of adaptation of the novel Strangers on a Train,
discusses the merits of the unproduced screenplay for Playback, and compares Howard Hawks's director's cut of
The Big Sleep with the version shown in theaters. Through interviews he conducted with Wilder, Hitchcock,
Hawks, and Edward Dmytryk over the past several decades, Phillips provides deeper insight into Chandler's
sometimes difficult personality. Chandler's wisecracking Marlowe has spawned a thousand imitations. Creatures
of Darkness lucidly explains the author's dramatic impact on both the literary and cinematic worlds,
demonstrating the immeasurable debt that both detective fiction and the neo-noir films of today owe to
Chandler's stark vision.
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